Audi enthusiast forum

Read through the Stickies and then post a hello in order to receive an account upgrade. New
Members must post here before being The place to find the hottest deals and the coolest new
products, straight from Audizine's prestigious group of advertisers. Audi Titanium Lug Bolts :
with washers Audi Customer Experience is an avenue for Audizine members to directly ask
Audi of America questions about Audi vehicles or ownership experiences. Google Earth ending
December for Main hub for all TT Coupe and Roadster discussion. Sponsored by Black Forest
Industries. Main hub for all A3, S3, and RS 3 discussion. Sponsored by EuroCode Tuning. First
upgrades to improve handling. Discussion Forum relating to the B5 A4 Sponsored by
UroTuning. Sponsored by JH Motorsports. Discussion Forum relating to the B6 A4 Sponsored
by ECS Tuning. Discussion Forum relating to the B7 A4 APR Supercharger install thread.
Discussion Forum relating to the B8 A4 and A4-based allroad. Sponsored by VMR Wheels. For
Sale: fs: 4-piston Brembos. Discussion Forum relating to the B8 S4 Sponsored by Europa Parts.
Sponsored by Integrated Engineering. Anyone know what diffuser this is? Sponsored by
Modded Euros. Main hub for all A5, S5, and RS 5 discussion. For Sale: JB4 with Bluetooth.
Sponsored by TAG Motorsports. Windshield replacement question. Main hub for all A8 and S8
discussion. Sponsored by HP Tuners. Part Out: S8. Discussion Forum relating to the first and
second-gen R8 sports coupe and Spyder convertible. Wanted: Gen II front splitter. The electric
gran turismo: Introducing the Sponsored by deAutoLED. Back Windshield Wiper. Discussion
Forum relating to the Audi 80, 90, , , , and all other Audi models. For Sale: OBD For Sale: Thule
vector box. Whether you have something good to say, or something bad, post your feedback
here to better help other AZ'ers. User TonyB8. An archive of Do-It-Yourself How-Tos for your
vehicle, ranging from the very simple to the quite complex. Technical discussion on all aspects
of forced induction tuning; for VAG 1. Technical discussion on all aspects of naturally aspirated
engine tuning; for VAG 2. Discussion Forum related to the art of cleaning and caring for your
ride. Sponsored by Detailer's Domain. Ceramic Varnish. Illuminated Gear shift Audi S5 B8.
Discussion Forum related to your vehicle's audio system and the integration of additional
components. Sponsored by Enfig Car Stereo. EU Parts Requests Here! Discussion Forum for all
things related to the Transmission and Drivetrain. Discussion Forum for all things related to
fabrication, welding, design, and engineering. For the ultimate DIY'er. Discussion on the finer
points of improving your vehicle's suspension and upgrading your braking system. Air
Suspension for Audi S6. Need new wheels and tires or just have a question on the subject?
Discuss it here. Sponsored by The Tire Rack. Wheels with beefy fitment. Discussion Forum
relating to any and all car talk, from motorsports to motor oil. B9 S4 Manual Swap. The Avants
Only Forum, for the discussion of all things with a hatch out in back. Post a random pic of your
Avant thread! By popular demand, the Convertibles Only Forum. For the discussion of all things
with a drop top. Custom Hearing Protection Recommendation Car Ownage thread. Regional
discussion Forum for planning events and sharing information with all Members in the Hawaiian
Islands. Sponsored by E1 Motorsports. Audi Club of Houston: The Drive v. Regional discussion
Forum for planning events and sharing information with all Members in the Mid West region,
from Minnesota to Ohio. Official Indiana Thread! Regional discussion Forum for planning events
and sharing information with all Members in the North East region, from Maine to Virginia and
all of the states in-between. Audi shop in central Vermont? Moving To Wilmington NC. Regional
discussion Forum for planning events and sharing information with all Members in the
Canadian area. Regional discussion forums for planning events and sharing information with all
Members within the three major sections of Europe. How many in great britain and what do you
Regional discussion forum for planning events and sharing information with all Members within
the countries of Australia and New Zealand. Engine codes. Post your random non-automotive
related topics here. Discussion may be of a mature matter, discretion is advised. Stay-at-Home
Scofflaw - Right or Wrong? For the intimate discussion of various topics between Audizine's
veteran member base. Let us know if you are having account issues, how you like the site, or
how we can improve. We try to respond to all posts as promptly as possible. Hey look, a poll!
We want your feedback Please use this section to familiarize yourself with our forum and the
various posting options. Beginner's test. Remember me. Hello and welcome to the Audizine
Forums! As a guest, you are welcome to poke around and view the majority of the content that
we have to offer, but in order to post, search, contact members, and get full use out of the
website you will need to Register for an Account. It's free and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join
the Audizine Family today! If you're new to forums in general, be sure to check out the Forum
FAQ. To start viewing posts, select the forum section that you want to visit from the selection
below. Audizine Forums Welcome to the Audizine Forums. New Member Introduction to
Audizine. Last Post: New Members must post here before being Sponsor Specials and
Announcements. Audi Customer Experience. Last Post: Google Earth ending December for Last
Post: fuel economy? B5 A4. Last Post: 2. B6 A4. Last Post: Audi A4 Quattro 1. B7 A4. B8 A4. B8

S4. B9 A4. Sub-Forums: B9 A4 Classifieds. Last Post: Anyone know what diffuser this is?
Sub-Forums: V8 4. Last Post: Windshield replacement question. Sub-Forums: R8 Classifieds.
Last Post: The electric gran turismo: Introducing the Model-Line Classifieds. Regional
Classifieds. Sub-Forums: Audi , Non-Audi. Other Stuff. Sub-Forums: Misc. Automotive , Misc.
Last Post: For Sale: Thule vector box by ru. Last Post: User TonyB8. Forced Induction.
Sub-Forums: 1. Natural Aspiration. Last Post: A6 4. Detailing Forum - by Detailer's Domain.
Lighting Forum. Telematics Forum. Air Suspension Forum. General Car Talk. Avants Only. Last
Post: Post a random pic of your Avant thread! Convertibles Only. AZ Member Auto-Bios.
Sub-Forums: Hawaii: Local Classifieds. North West. South West. Sub-Forums: Central: Local
Classifieds. Rocky Mountain. Mid West. Last Post: Official Indiana Thread! North East. Last
Post: Audi shop in central Vermont? South East. Last Post: How many in great britain and what
do you General Chit-Chat. OG AZ Forum. Feedback Forum. Last Post: Hey look, a poll! Test
Forum. What's Going On? All times are GMT The time now is AM. Audizine is not endorsed by
or affiliated with Audi AG. After purchasing a Audi B8 A4 I became addicted to looking for the
next greatest mod. With this being a fairly new car information and items were scarce to say the
least. After diving into the car head first it became apparent that the forums out there today
aren't set up to really keep track and display the information we all crave and look for in an
organized manor. So was born Audi Enthusiasts. I hope to expand at some point to help others
in the Audi family and would be interested in hearing from anyone who has an interest in taking
ownership of building on with their specific model. For the time being please enjoy the items
and articles I will be posting here and feel free to contact me if you have any changes or items
you would like to contribute. I've added an Infotainment section dedicated to the MMI system.
There is tons of stuff to get up but I managed to get a few items for you to check out. Please
note the site has recently been moved to a new host and is currently under repairs. You know
how it goes, the movers always break something. The PR Decoders are currently offline and I
will get them back up once I can remember how I wrote the code then convert them to the new
server. Other updates will be happening prior to that so stay tuned. This is a tool that will allow
you to take the PR codes found on the sticker in the trunk or in the service manual and tell you
what options your car was built with. If your not sure what this is check out the article on
Audienthusiasts here. This coding also includes the proper coding to get the steering changes,
something I believe was missing up to now on most sites. Thanks to Ben for working on this.
One of my favorites. Well worth the effort to never roll on a hill or be able to release your brake
in heavy traffic. Here is a nice and inexpensive mod for you. A new application section has been
added. This includes a calculator to help people who do navigation upgrades to get rid of the
Software error in module 5F. Still in testing but looking good. There are lots of other little
updates and changes going on in the site. I hope to keep them coming over the next few months
as I update and include some coding updates for the already listed VAG mods. Want to add a
little more protection? This upgrade will walk you through adding the interior sensor with tilt
sensor and the alarm by-bass switch. This project covers the upgrade of the rear door locks on
the North American models. I've also included instructions on how to install door lock switches
if your car didn't come standard with them. Long in the making. Here is a great way to light up
those door pockets with a nice factory look and control. If you hate the Nylon Owners Manual
Wallet as much as I do you'll love this inexpensive alternative for a touch of class in the cockpit.
Thanks to a lot of hard work I am now successfully able to alter the rear taillight configuration. I
have reprogrammed a number of cars remotely now to include additional lights for braking and
to convert North American taillights over to a Euro configuration. There is no release date right
now for the coding so if your anxious to get this done to your car drop me a line. I am doing
remote coding for those who require it. I can also now convert US bulb lights to Full Euro bulb
lights. Just add switch and you have fogs. The Tabs on these grills break way to easy. Here is
the safe way to change your fog light bulb. This was sparked by a member of Audizine and led
to this write up. Now you can add a little bit of that missing sound to your standard system.
Looking for a way to vent out that hot air on a warm day before getting in your car after work?
Well that's one use for this feature. The latest DIY is complete. Still many more to come but this
one was something of interest to a few people to I rushed it to the top of the list. Well it's been a
few weeks since the last project appeared on the site but not to worry, I was up to something.
Effective immediately you can sign up for emails when the site is updated or if I have anything
interesting to share. Thanks to the contributions of a few people I managed to buy an email
administration add on for the site so you can sign up and I can send emails to the entire group
where there is something to report. You'll find the sign up on the right hand side of practically
every page. As time progresses I can expand this to what type of updates and information you
want to receive. Now for projects behind the scenes. Well now all the LED's on the buttons
match the screen. DIY coming soon. This past weekend I installed a Stratmosphere short shifter

and found a new love for my car. More to come on that. There is currently a write up and a
wicked group buy going on over in the B8 section on Audizine for this unit. So stay tuned and
thanks for those few that have enabled me to grow the functions of the site. Slightly Larger DIY
but not extremely difficult. So now a way to have those factory folding mirrors that the ROW
owners could order. Need an extra plug to charge something up or want to keep something out
of sight while it's plugged in? What ever the reason here is another factory option that didn't
make it to NA. Received the first part of the trim tonight so I will be installing it tomorrow. I'll
capture any install and removal tips for these parts and post some pictures when it's installed.
There's lots of items that don't really fit anywhere so I think it may be time to expand.. I get a lot
of common questions on how to do certain things with Vag Com and other items on the car. So I
will start doing little articles on items I think may be of interest. I'll add more as I have time. This
is a cool little feature. Allowing you to selectively leave one side of your parking lights on when
you turn off your car. A feature not everyone got. I didn't come up with this one but found it a bit
complicated to follow initially. So with some help from RLarsen not the first time from Audizine
here is a rewrite. You'll find much more information related to the ABS modules here than you
will anywhere else that I know of. Vag Com section go through an overhaul to make it easier to
find specific types of codes. There may be a few dead links as I get my coding transferred over
and up. I've started to pull apart my back seats to install rear heated seats and install the ski
bag pass through. I've already hit some snags on the pass through but the heated seats are
moving along well. I hope to start the DIY this weekend. Please note: AudiEnthusiast. All brand
names and manufacturers listed here are for informational purposes only and are in no way
endorsed by AudiEnthusiasts. All modifications and changes are done at your own risk. This
site in no way approves the modifications performed here for your vehicle. Please check with
your dealer before performing any changes as they may void portions of your factory warranty.
Audi Enthusiasts. New Section! Site Move! PR Decoder added to Applications This is a tool that
will allow you to take the PR codes found on the sticker in the trunk or in the service manual
and tell you what options your car was built with. Glove-box Cooler Here is a nice and
inexpensive mod for you. Latest Updates as of Jan 8th Add
volusiariderscom
uverse wiring diagram
wiring diagram 98 ford explorer
ing a touch of class with a Leather Manual Wallet If you hate the Nylon Owners Manual Wallet
as much as I do you'll love this inexpensive alternative for a touch of class in the cockpit.
Altering your rear light configuration. Enabling Auxiliary Ventilation. Site Updates and Goings
On. As time moves on I hope to add a live chat and blog as contributions allow. Installing
Electric Folding Mirrors. Trunk 12v Accessory Plug Need an extra plug to charge something up
or want to keep something out of sight while it's plugged in? Carbon Fibre Trim Received the
first part of the trim tonight so I will be installing it tomorrow. New Article Section There's lots of
items that don't really fit anywhere so I think it may be time to expand.. Tire Pressure Monitor
System ReWrite I didn't come up with this one but found it a bit complicated to follow initially.
March 20th. New Projects Underway I've started to pull apart my back seats to install rear
heated seats and install the ski bag pass through.

